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please do not hack your phone. you must be connected to the internet to use this hack. this hack is to increase your experience points and gold. we don’t provide anything other than the hack. this hack is not to be used to harm other players. for more detailed instructions, please click on the instruction
button on the top right corner. description: sherwood dungeon has been released and it's time to give you all a hack. sherwood dungeon is a game where you can rescue your friends and take them to a safe location where they can have all their items recovered and also be able to fight off monsters. also
you can use items from items you get from the monsters that you rescue. the only thing you can't do is leave the dungeon. pet hack allows you to have an unlimited number of pets on your account. however you can only carry one kind of pet at the moment. you can only have one type of animal, but you
can change that to another type as you progress in the game. how to install: to install this hack you will need a download manager or a download helper. you can use the one that came with your game or download a separate one. once you have downloaded the program, launch it and unzip the file. copy

the contents of the folder to the "mods" directory in the game files. you should end up with a directory called "mods". if you don't it's called "garbage" and won't work. launch the game and enjoy the hack. if you have any problems let me know. i will try to help you as soon as i can.

Sherwood Dungeon Pet Hack V10 23

This hack allows you to change the name of the current pet in the Sherwood Dungeon Pet. Open CE and make Scan Type= Text and Value Type= Float. Next go to the current pet in CE and type the new name. I usually use Jade Dragonpet or Wandering Salamanderpet. 1. Open CE and make Value Type=
Float and Scan Type= Value Between Now go to level 1 and stand in front of the staircase pole. In the first box of CE, put 9800 and in the second box, put 9820. First Scan. 2. Now back away from the pole until you hit the wall behind you. You should on near the corner next to the barrel. On the first box,
put 12200, and in the second box, put 12400. Next Scan. 3. Youre going to get about 10-20 results. Try freezing 1 at a time and moving on Sherwood. If you get pulled back or teleport, then keep that result. You should at least have 2. Re-name them so you know not to delete them. Now you only should

have 2 results at the bottom of CE. 4. Look at their addresses. 1 of them should end in a 8. If it does, change the 8 into a 4 and the value should change into a 0. 5. Now if you make the value higher than 0, you go in the air. If you make the value negative, you go underground. 0 is default height.
_____________________________________________________________________ No Name Hack Scan Type: Text Value Type: Text Items 0x0040, 0x0041, 0x0042, 0x0043, 0x0044, 0x0045, 0x0046, 0x0047, 0x0048, and 0x0049 are what you will scan for. The values are the hexadecimal values, and the map is at

0x0c850000. This is a test. 0x0ea5800 is incorrect, and 0x0ea5814 is correct. (The map is 0x0c850000.) The correct map is refactored this way. This will be the end of this hack. 5ec8ef588b
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